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ABSTRACT : Spatial distribution of effective porosity estimated from log data suffers with a high degree of uncertainty away
from the well-locations   specially in sparse well control areas. Geostatistical techniques have been used   extensively   to analyze,
relate and integrate the seismic attributes with well- log derived effective porosities of producing reservoirs. In the study area,
window based amplitude attribute corresponding to reservoir thickness was co-krigged with log derived effective porosities at well
locations .The porosity maps obtained through this approach have  clearly brought out the porosity variations in the study area
and reduced the uncertainty. These maps were very useful in finalizing the strategic  plan of  hydrocarbon  exploration and
development during the studied area.

INTRODUCTION

 The integration of seismic data with other
geoscientific data has provided not only the accurate sub
surface imaging but has also played a key role in discovering
the giant oil &Gas fields. The integrated approach of
interpretation along with powerful 3D visualization has greatly
reduced the risk associated with drilling of wells in existing
fields and hence improved the efficiency and life of producing
reservoirs. This has become possible only with the extensive
use of seismic attributes integrating with log properties  for
reservoir characterization .

Prediction of effective porosity in hydrocarbon
bearing  reservoirs is essential for estimating reserves and
planning production operations .The integration of seismic
attributes with petrophysical measurements  from wells can
significantly improve the spatial distribution of log properties.
Geostatistical methods have proved to be very useful for this
purpose. This paper is an attempt to estimate the effective
porosity distribution in the study area using two dimensional
geostatistical method. The study area falls in upper Assam
basin of India. After structural mapping various attribute maps
have been  generated from  the 3-D  seismic data volume. The
linear regression through least square fit was established
between window based seismic amplitude attribute and
effective porosity. This relation has been used to generate the
effective porosity maps for TS-3 & TS-5  reservoir sands.

STUDY AREA

The study area falls in Assam-Arakan Basin of
India(Fig-2). The presence of Hydrocrabon has been
established in commercial quantity in Tipam,Barail,Kopili
Reservoirs corresponding to Mio-Pliocene,Oligocene and
Eocene age respectively. In the study area,Archean basement
is overlain by non-marine Tura formation of Eocene age. Later,

during the initial stage of transgression Sylhet limestone was
deposited under shallow marine conditions. This is followed
by the deposition of Kopili Formation. During Miocene period
Tipam sandstone were deposited in high energy fluvial
environment resulting into a number of braided channels. This
unit has been devided into six units, viz., TS-1 to TS-6. Kopili
shales are considered to be main source Rock in Geleki area
(Fig:-3). Due to the wide aerial extent, layered nature, and
depositional & diagenetic complexities, the reservoir
characterization of these sands is a major challenge.The
diagenetic changes in these sands have severely affected the
porosity distribution.

DATA-BASE

Around 2400 LKM of  3D seismic data using 4 line
swath with end on shooting was acquired having 30 fold (15x2)

Figure 1: Basemap showing 3D area and wells considered
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with bin size 25x50m.have sampling interval of 2ms and record
lenth of 6sec. The  dominant frequency in the zone of interest
is around 35 Hz in main Geleki area.  There are around 80 wells,
out of which 24 wells have been used for well-log correlation,
well to seismic calibration and for stratigraphic interpretation
(Fig. 1).

METHODOLOGY

 A consistent digital well log  data for the 3D area
covered was resampled and the effective porosities have been
either recomputed with the shaly-sand model using  petroview
plus of Geoframe or taken directly from the formation
evaluation reports where digital data is not available.The
effective porosities were recalculated for around twenty
representative wells in the area  of study. All the logs (Gamma
Ray,  Resistivity and porosity logs) have  been environmentally
corrected before processing & were used for calculation of
volume of shale using different shale indicators and the
minimum of them is taken as volume of clay.  The volume of

clay  with other regional parameters has been used for
calculation of effective porosity  using Indonesian equation.
The effective porosity logs are generated for these twenty
representative wells(Fig. 4). Well log correlation is carried out
to mark major   boundaries. Available VSP data and synthetic
seismograms for number  of wells are used for calibration and
tied with seismic data to identify seismic events corresponding
to TS-3 & TS-5 levels and after correlation of seismic events
seismic attributes are generated.

Log property Mapping uses the following Geoframe
products :

1. Resum application which provides the summed
properties (Primary Data- effective porosity in the present
case).

2.  IESX application which produces various seismic
attribute grids(secondary data- RMS amplitude in the
present study).

The RMS amplitudes are extracted around the
locations of the primary data (designed as intersections) to
form together with the property computed by RESSUM. A
collection of pairs thus exists for each property, seismic attribute
and geologic unit. The extraction and averaging of the
secondary data values form the attribute grids at each
intersection is thus carried out. The RMS amplitude is then
calibrated against the properties throughout the area of the
geological unit and mapped accordingly. Cross-plot between
RMS amplitude for TS-3 & TS-5 have been generated and
regression coefficient is found to be quite high 75.9% & 86%
for TS-3 & TS-5 (Fig. 5 & Fig. 6). The estimated porosity
distribution for TS-3 & TS-5 have NE-SW orientation and
follow similar trend.

Figure 2: Tectonic map of Upper Assam and Schuppen Belt showing
the area of study

Figure 3: Generalised stratigraphy of study area Figure 4: Synthetic Seismogram at W-22
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RESULTS

 Seismic attribute analysis and mapping of effective
porosity has successfully brought out the porosity
distribution across the 3-D area. It indicates a general NE-SW
trend of porosity and also brings out areas of higher porosity
in the central part of study area(Fig. 7 & Fig. 8). It brings out
a detailed porosity heterogeneity areas   where sufficient well
data is available . These maps are very helpful in understanding
the general porosity distribution pattern  in the study area for
these reservoirs.
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Figure 5: TS-3 : Regression coeff. 79.6

Figure 6: TS-5 Regression coeff. 89.6

Figure 7: TS-5 : Seismically guided porosity Map

Figure 8: TS-3 : Seismically Guided Porosity Map


